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Abstract
Mobile commerce (m-commerce) represents an important area of business with a huge potential revenue for merchants
and great opportunities for customers to achieve better offers. One of the topics within m-commerce that needs important
improvements on usability and efficiency is electronic coupon systems. This is because solutions for electronic coupons are
focused on their theoretical definition, overlooking both their performance evaluation and their viability analysis. In this
paper, we provide an evaluation framework to test multicoupon solutions. Under this framework, we evaluate two particular
multicoupon schemes, obtaining interesting performance results, such as the fact that cryptographic operations are not always
the most costly processes, as usually claimed by authors of multicoupon schemes.We show that message encoding can help to
improve the efficiency of multicoupon solutions, even up to 50% of the overhead over the network. Moreover, we solve other
issues related to the viability of these schemes, for example, using a standardized way to distribute non-standard cryptographic
key material. Therefore, the viability of a multicoupon solution should be validated considering all involved factors, such as
internal processing, networking, message encoding and current technology support.

Keywords Mobile commerce · Electronic coupon · Mobile devices · Implementation · Performance evaluation · Group key
certification

1 Introduction

Coupons are a very effective marketing instrument used by
merchants, helping to increase customer loyalty and to attract
new customers. Both parts, customers and merchants, obtain
benefits. According to the 2014 NCH Coupon Facts Report
[51], consumer packaged goods marketers issued more than
310 billion coupons, and consumers made savings of $3.6
billion by redeeming a total of 2.75 billion coupons in 2014.
Another study, from Juniper Research [42], indicates that
electronic coupon redemptions will double over the next
years, reaching $81 billion in 2021. The increase follows
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an estimated $40 billion in 2016. Booklets of coupons, a set
of coupons that can be handled as a single unit, represent a
step further. The aim is to increase, even more, the loyalty of
customers, who can obtain enhanced benefits.

Being so useful, it is logical to provide electronic ver-
sions of paper-based coupons or booklets of coupons, to be
used in e-commerce scenarios: e-coupons andmulticoupons.
Additionally, with the impressive market of smart-phones
(more than 1.3 billion [14]) and the increasing number of
mobile-broadband subscriptions (growing up to 6.9 billion
[14,35]), coupons for m-commerce should be considered. In
fact, this topic has attracted a remarkable attention [6,9,15–
19,25,33,39,47,53,66,68] in recent years.

The main concern of those authors is the security of
the proposed schemes: unforgeability, double-redemption
protection, unlinkability, unsplittability, etc. And usually, a
security analysis (more or less informal) is provided. Indeed,
it is essential to meet some security requirements, but such
compliance does not guarantee the viability of those solu-
tions. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition.

Assuming that security requirements are met, it is very
important to carry out performance assessments. About 57%
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of online customers leave a site after waiting 3 s for a page
to load, and a 80% of these people will not return [45,50].
Therefore, a secure scheme for e-couponswith a bad response
time will not be useful (probably will not be used) in the
market. However, performance has been overlooked by most
authors and suchwas the case that only a fewof themconsider
the cost of cryptographic operations, ignoring other time-
consuming aspects.

Therefore, simulations and, even better, implementations
should be carried out to validate mobile coupons propos-
als. However, proposals are only sketched in papers. Thus,
it is very difficult for third parties to implement and evalu-
ate them, due to the lack of a complete specification of their
algorithms. Moreover, they do not include a "formal" syn-
tax (XML, ASN.1) giving clear details about which data are
exchanged among parties when they communicate with each
other. Communications can also be a determining factor to
make someone use a mobile coupon solution or not. So, it
is important to assess whether well-known and widespread
communication mechanisms (e.g., Wi-Fi, 3G, NFC) are
really suitable.

Considering all aforementioned issues, it is necessary to
define guidelines allowing to evaluate, in a unified way, mul-
ticoupon schemes for mobile scenarios.

Contributions.We define the first framework for the deploy-
ment and performance evaluation of multicoupon solutions.
In order to verify the viability of this framework, we present
a practical experience on deploying and evaluating two mul-
ticoupon solutions. This deployment will help us to provide
solutions to some problems related to the implementation of
this type of schemes, that developers typically findwhen they
try to implement their theoretical proposals on a real-world
scenario. In order to do it, we take into account a real sce-
nario composed by current commercial devices (for clients
and servers) and network communications.

Firstly, the proposed framework helps to define homo-
geneously the entities, processes and metrics required to
evaluate amulticoupon solution. Therefore, the first step is to
define which entities are involved in the scenario, and which
functionalities should be performed by them. It is of great
importance to use a unified notation that allows a clear and
unequivocal identification of entities and processes.

Secondly, the selection of an appropriate deployment sce-
nario to test performance features of multicoupon solutions
is not always trivial. Hence, we provide a set of consid-
erations to take into account at the moment of deploying
a multicoupon solution, in a scenario with real customers
devices and communications technologies. In order to do
so, we analyze current technologies (their current status,
deployment and market support), which covers both client-
and server-side platforms, the message encoding syntax, and

the communication technologies. Upon this study, we give
advice about which of them could be a good option to shape
the testing scenario.

Thirdly, we analyze different message encoding syntaxes
to prove how message coding can impact on the overall effi-
ciency. In fact, it can be even more important than the impact
produced by the use of complex cryptographic operations.
Thus, its influence over the total time perceived by customers
should be analyzed by all authors.

Fourthly, considering all the above factors, we define two
sets of metrics: one for general evaluation of the solution
(total response time of each process and network overhead),
and another one for detecting specific processes or functions
that can lessen the performance of the scheme (time on pro-
cessing and encoding, and communications delay). In this
way, we obtain a complete performance analysis considering
all factors that influence on the total response time perceived
by customers. The evaluation of these metrics on a proposal
provides real data about the viability of the solution in a real
deployment scenario.

Fifthly, to validate the framework,we select two published
multicoupon solutions that we define, deploy and evaluate
following the specifications of the proposed framework. By
means of the results, we can assert that the evaluated multi-
coupon solutions are suitable to be used in a real deployment
scenario, and ready to be used by customers.

Finally, we solve some issues on the practicability of the
selected proposals at the time of deployment. For example,
one of the proposals is based on the use of a group signature
scheme to provide revocable anonymity to customers, but
there is no specification to manage this type of cryptographic
keys. So, we propose a method to fit group public keys into
the X.509 public key infrastructure to distribute them in a
standard way.

Although the deployment scenario and the performance
evaluation are addressed for multicoupon solutions, our sug-
gestions, considerations and the provided experience could
be relevant for developers and protocol designers of other
m-commerce solutions covering different topics and appli-
cations.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. We
review the existent electronic multicoupon proposals in
Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we describe a general framework for
deploying and evaluating multicoupon solutions. Next, in
Sects. 4 and 5 we define two existing multicoupon proposals
under the specifications of the framework. We describe, in
Sect. 6, the implementation environment we have selected to
develop and deploy the selected proposals, while in Sect. 7
we evaluate their performance. Finally, in Sect. 8 we con-
clude the paper.
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2 Evaluation of existent electronic
multicoupon proposals

There are commercial and scientific proposals providing
electronic multicoupon solutions. Regarding commercial
solutions, companies try to offer simple products at the lowest
possible cost to avoid developing new solutions, and trying
to reuse their already developed technologies. This way, they
release their products to the market in a short time, but some-
times, these solutions neither consider all required customer
functionalities nor solve all associated problems. For exam-
ple, an easy way for companies to offer electronic coupons is
using a simple web page where customers can obtain them.
However, customers must go to the physical merchant store
(or to an authorized store) to obtain the coupon in paper
support, and only afterward they can redeem it using this
paper copy. Solutions become more costly due to the fact
of introducing this additional manual management. There-
fore, commercial solutions are focused on providing basic
functionalities at a minimum development cost, without con-
sidering all possible problems or additional costs.

In regard to the existing scientific proposals [6,9,15,18,19,
25,33,39,53,66,68], these try to offer the greatest number of
functionalitieswithout considering the cost of those solutions
on real scenarios. Moreover, most of the proposals do not
provide enough information to analyze their viability from
two main points of view: security and efficiency.

Security is the most studied issue when electronic multi-
coupon solutions are proposed, but even so, not all solutions
provide all the security requirements needed. Table 1 sum-
marizes the security requirements given by the analyzed
scientific solutions. In general, proposals meet the basic

security requirements (unforgeability, unlinkability, coupon
reuse avoidance, and customer anonymity), but this is not
always true [11,33]. In [33], customers’ privacy could be lost,
while the security in [11] has an important drawback because
the content of coupons could be modified by a cheater, so
the basic unforgeability requirement is not really well pro-
vided. Besides, a real scenario requires even a larger list of
security requirements and functionalities. For example, all
solutions provide anonymity, but the anonymity revocation
is not considered and, in some cases, revoking the anonymity
of malicious users could be required. Another functionality
that could be used for evaluatingmerchants reputation ismer-
chants’ behavior observed by customers and multicoupon
providers. It is a critical aspect that may entail the loss of
potential customers.

In any case, the most omitted issue by authors is to prove
that their proposals are in fact efficient in terms of response
time, because the majority of them are only focused on pro-
viding a security analysis. However, even though a solution
could achieve a high degree of security, it could be unprac-
tical. For example, authors in [15] do not mention any kind
of performance consideration, but the cryptographic opera-
tions behind the proposed scheme are considered complex,
so they could require a high computational cost. In [18,53],
authors try to conduct an efficiency comparison between their
schemes based on how the number of coupons entails an
increase in the cost of the involved protocols. As a result,
authors in [18] claim that the cost of issuing and redeem-
ing coupons is linear regarding to the maximum number of
coupons in a multicoupon; meanwhile, the authors in [53]
claim (without any proof) that their scheme has a constant
computational cost regardless of the number of involved

Table 1 Multicoupons
solutions: a comparative
analysis

[33] [18] [15] [53] [6] [66] [39] [32]

Scenario

Coupons mc mc mc mc mc mc mc mc

Merchants mm sm sm sm mm sm mm mm

Security

Unforgeability ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Coupon reuse avoidance ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Unlinkability ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Customer anonymity ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Anonymity revocation ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Confidentiality ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Merchant Disaffiliation ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Performance

Implementation ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Analytical ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

mc, multicoupon ✓ Yes, ✗ No
sm, single-merchant; mm, multi-merchant
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coupons. Authors in [66] provide two schemes that improve
the efficiency during the issuance and the redemption stages
of previous proposals [15,18,53], but they do not provide
proofs to support this claim.

Only two of the analyzed proposals dealing with multi-
coupons provide a limited computing performance evalua-
tion on a laptop [6,32]. In both works, authors evaluate the
computational time required by involved protocols, but with-
out considering any kind of network communication or mes-
sage coding. All entities were executed on an isolated laptop,
and all internal operations were not implemented (crypto-
graphic operations were the focus of the performance). Even
though we take a look at the single coupons scenario in the
literature, we can find similar results about the performance
evaluation conducted by the authors of these proposals. There
are mobile coupon solutions that present a performance anal-
ysis using limited scenarios [16,22,46,67,68], sometimes
using some sort of mobile devices [11]. But in the vast major-
ity of cases, authors consider limited laboratory scenarios
without taking into account any other relevant elements that
can decrease the efficiency of those solutions. Thus, these
restricted testing scenarios do not contribute to show real
results. In addition, efficiency of multicoupon solutions is a
critical concern, even more important than for single coupon
solutions.

Summarizing, the performance of multicoupon solutions
has been mainly evaluated in terms of the number of crypto-
graphic operations carried out by the involved parties, instead
of being based on real measures. Therefore, this type of anal-
ysis does not prove the viability of these proposals on real
networks and devices. Moreover, it is unclear whether tech-
nology to support the required cryptographic background
is really available (mainly software and standardized struc-
tures). This is a critical concern for the success of electronic
multicoupon solutions (and electronic mobile commerce in
general), thatmust be considered from thedesign to the devel-
opment stages.

3 A framework for evaluatingmulticoupon
solutions

Anevaluation frameworkmust help to definehomogeneously
the entities, processes andmetrics required to evaluate amul-
ticoupon solution. Therefore, the first step is to define which
are the entities involved in the scenario and which function-
alities should be performed by them.

3.1 Multicoupon scenario: design and definition

Reviewing the literature, we can verify that authors use dif-
ferent names to describe a same entity or a same process.
Therefore, as a key part of the framework, we generalize the

multicoupon scenario to give a uniform view of entities, rela-
tionships, and functionalities associated with these entities.

We can differentiate four entities and seven main pro-
cesses. The entities are:

• Manufacturer (MA) entity that wants to use multi-
coupons as a marketing instrument to attract new cus-
tomers or to increase loyalty of previous customers.

• Coupon provider (CP) entity in charge of generating
and/or distributing multicoupons to customers, on behalf
of manufacturers.

• Customer (C) entity who wants to use multicoupons to
obtain products or services, with some incentive (dis-
count or gift).

• Merchant (M) entity that provides products or ser-
vices and accepts coupons from a multicoupon (to be
redeemed) from a customer.

Although we have define four entities, multicoupon pro-
posals could involve other entities, usually due to the
particular cryptographic schemes used. For example, there
are solutions where a public key infrastructure is used for
entities’ authentication. We do not consider these special
entities in this general scenario, because they depend on the
security features of each proposal, and are not really specific
to the multicoupon scenario.

Regarding processes, i.e., the set of internal processing
and communications required between each entity, we can
find:

• Setup/agreement all entities in the multicoupon scenario
should obtain all required data to operate in the scheme
(e.g., obtaining secret parameters for security purposes),
or interactwith other entities aimed to reach an agreement
on the terms of the involvement of each entity. For exam-
ple, some functionalities are typically delegated from
some entity to another one, but always under an agree-
ment between them, e.g., the issuance of multicoupons
could be performed by a coupon provider on behalf of a
manufacturer if those entities agree.

• Finish the system must provide mechanisms in order all
entities can safely leave the system (remove information
from the database, revoke keys, cancel agreements, etc.).

• Issuing customers obtain multicoupons directly from the
coupon provider or, alternatively, from the manufacturer
or the merchant.

• Redeem customers redeem coupons with a merchant to
obtain goods or services (with a discount or gift).

• Validation merchants could require to check the validity
of a multicoupon, and thus they should contact with the
manufacturer or the coupon provider, before accepting a
multicoupon redeemed from a customer.
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Fig. 1 Entities and processes involved in a general multicoupon sce-
nario

• Clearing merchants send all the redeemed coupons to
the manufacturer (or the authorized entity, e.g., a coupon
provider) to obtain the amount ofmoney agreedwith him.

• Transferring a customer could transfer single coupons
(from hismulticoupon), or even a completemulticoupon,
to another customer.

Figure 1 depicts the general scenario described above.
However, a less number of entities could be required in partic-
ular cases. Sometimes, the manufacturer does not exist, and
its functionalities are taken over by a merchant. For example,
in a simple case where there are customers and a merchant,
issuing and validation processes are performed by the mer-
chant, so the clearing functionality does not appear, because
it is not needed.

3.2 Multicoupon deployment: technical alternatives

Once the general scenario is defined (participants and pro-
cesses are selected), the systemmust be deployed in the most
realistic way to gather appropriate performance measures.

In this section, we give some important considerations
that both researchers and developers must take into account
at the time upon development, deployment and evaluation of
multicoupon solutions. It is not just formulticoupon solutions
(or other similar schemes), but also to put into production m-
commerce solutions in general.

In order to build the production scenario, we have to select
solutions to cover every part of the scenario: the server side
(merchant, manufacturer and coupon provider), the customer
application, the way how to exchange messages among enti-
ties, and how to encode these messages. In general, we have
to analyze the available and current solutions based on the
following main features:

• performance,
• functionalities,

• cost of development and deployment, and
• security.

Moreover, it is also important to study the scalability and
the availability of standardized methods to achieve interop-
erable and scalable multicoupon solutions.

3.2.1 Server platform

In all schemes, there are entities running as servers (i.e. mer-
chants, coupon provider, manufacturer), so system adminis-
tratorsmust choosewhich server platform is themost suitable
to run these server applications, according to themost impor-
tant requirements in this case: scalability, functionalities and
security. First, the server platformmust provide a reliable and
scalable service, so resources should be supplied as needed
(e.g., computing power, storage and network bandwidth)
without requiring to change the environment. In addition, the
solution must provide means to execute complex exchange
of messages among server entities and customers (not just
request–response such as http-based applications), in order
to implement all the protocol flows, no matter how complex
they are. Moreover, it must allow the access to disk to store
data and logs.

We have two main options to deploy servers: a fully self-
managed server or relying on some sort of cloud solution.
Next, we discuss the available options to provide the best
choice according to the desired features for m-commerce
solutions.

On the one hand, a deployment on a self-managed server
gives the ability to control and configure all the system
parameters, from the hardware infrastructure to the software
stack. In terms of evaluating and testing the functionali-
ties of the schemes as a proof-of-concept, a single machine
where servers and clients run could be enough. In fact, this
is the option chosen by the few proposals that obtain per-
formance measures (the same machine to run server and
client developments) [26,32]. However, it does not take into
account some external effects that must be considered in a
real deployment scenario, such as communication lines, net-
work bottlenecks, bounded computing capabilities, limited
availability of resources, security levels. Instead, as a major
difference from previous works on implementation and per-
formance evaluations,we reckon on a deployment and testing
scenario where servers and clients run on different platforms,
even in different locations, as in real scenarios.

On the other hand, cloud solutions are an interesting,
affordable, distributed and production-ready solutions to
allocate resources without worrying on the underlying phys-
ical infrastructure. Cloud customers are typically charged by
a cloud provider only for the resources they have been used
within a billing cycle. It means that most of the cloud solu-
tions are scalable in away that customers can add resources as
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Table 2 Server platform solutions: a comparative analysis

Own server SaaS PaaS IaaS

Deploy client apps ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Type of applications Any Provider-based Web-based Any

Resources scalability Own Provider Provider Provider

Performance tests Local–global ✗ Global Global

Security control Own Provider Provider-partially Client

Examples – Google drive [30] Azure [64] Amazon EC2 [24]

✓ Yes, ✗ No

they really need. Privacy is yet another critical concern with
regard to cloud computing due to the fact that customers’
data and business logic are spread among servers, which
are owned and maintained by a cloud provider. Therefore,
there are potential risks that either confidential data (e.g.,
financial data, health records) or personal information (e.g.,
personal profile) could be disclosed to public or business
competitors [62,65]. Mainly, cloud solutions can be classi-
fied in three different types, based on the functionalities they
offer, and the degree of control given to them: Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) [30,69], Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) [29,64]
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) [24,59]. Each of these
three types of cloud solutions has key features that have been
summarized in Table 2.

Although all server solutions present advantages and
disadvantages (see Table 2), the reality is that the choice
would be influenced by the type of service or solution to
be deployed. So, the server platform should be carefully
selected after a deep inspection. For example, the use of
an owned server allows to control all the stack, giving this
way the ability to apply a fine grained configuration. How-
ever, deployments on this kind of platforms imply an inherent
complexity to control a large list of features, from the under-
lying infrastructure to the concrete software application, that
usually results on larger costs. Thus, the IaaS cloud solution
could be the best choice due to the fact that it joins together
the delegation of the infrastructure management to the cloud
provider (as opposed to an owned server), and the ability to
install and configure the complete software stack (limited by
cloud providers in the case of SaaS and PaaS solutions).

3.2.2 Developing client app

Similarly to the considerations about the server platform,
some issues should be addressed to choose the way in which
the client application must be developed. First, the solution
must support not only applications based onweb connections
(with the request–response pattern) but also connections in
which several messages should be exchanged within a single
connection. Secondly, it should be able to deal with exter-
nal software libraries (not only standard libraries) to provide

additional functionalities, such as data encoding or creden-
tials management. Finally, minimum response time and high
performance provisioning are both main concerns regarding
to mobile applications that require to do complex operations
on the client side. Of course, there are other aspects that affect
the response time, such as computational power of mobile
devices as well as the efficiency provided by external cryp-
tographic libraries, but sometimes developers cannot control
them.

There are many frameworks to develop applications for
mobile devices. They can be classified in different ways, but
for our purpose, we classify them into two main categories:
platform dependent and platform independent. Table 3 gives
a comparative analysis of these categories.

In order to develop applications based on the platform,
we must use native frameworks provided by each platform
vendor, such as Android (Google), iOS (Apple) or Windows
Phone 10 (Microsoft). This means that the code reusability
is low, so this makes supporting multiple platforms costly.
However, this alternative hasmany benefits, since these kinds
of frameworks have been designed to allow a rapid develop-
ment (including simplicity), a direct access to platformAPIs,
and better performance.

In the second category (platform independent), we find
many cross-platform solutions under the concept of write
once, run everywhere [4,48] (e.g., PhoneGap, Titanium,
Corona, JQuery Mobile, React Native). Unlike native devel-
opment, these solutions are oriented to develop multi-
platform mobile applications with a high degree of code
reuse. Going deeply into the classification, we can differ-
entiate two main types of platform-independent solutions:
web-based frameworks and hybrid solutions.

On the one hand, in web-based developments it is the
browser who determines the set of functions available to the
webapplication (e.g., JQueryMobile,Wink). Thismeans that
only technologies provided by all browsers on all devices can
be used by web applications. Obviously, these frameworks
are HTTP-based, so this fact restricts the type of application
to be developed. Moreover, the developed web application is
actually a front-end showing data received from the server
side.
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Table 3 Frameworks for
developing mobile apps: a
comparative analysis

Platform dependent Platform independent

Native Hybrid Web-based

Access to libraries Unlimited Limited (API) Limited (web browser)

Development cost High Low Low

Client-side operations Complex Limited Screen show based

Communication type Not limited Not limited Request–response

Performance High Medium Low

Security High Medium Low

On the other hand, hybrid solutions are a set of program-
ming languages and APIs provided by the framework (e.g.,
Titanium, Corona). At the end, there is a conversion step that
creates platform-specific applications (native code for each
vendor platform). However, the use of these kind of solutions
often does not include all functionalities available in native
platforms. In fact, cross-platform applications present worst
performance than that obtained fromnative code applications
[31].

3.2.3 Communication technologies

In this section, we review the most important available com-
munication technologies, because clients and servers have
to communicate through a network. In this case, the deci-
sion should consider which is the best option in terms of
coverage, bandwidth, cost, user adoption and devices sup-
port.Amongnetwork access technologies available in current
mobile devices, we can classify them according to their range
coverage: 3G mobile network (very large coverage), Wi-Fi
local area network (medium coverage) and NFC (Near Field
Communication) (very short coverage).

The Wi-Fi local area network (IEEE 802.11 related stan-
dards) is a widely accepted technology to provide wireless
connectivity to homes, offices, and hot-spots. It gives a
throughput up to 600 Mbps [34] with a coverage area of
about hundreds of meters. However, the throughput depends
on many factors (e.g., the number of connected users, the
distance to the access point). In any case, this throughput is
referred to the internal network capacity instead to the link
between the access point and the Internet. Moreover, Wi-Fi
is becoming ubiquitous in urban areas, thanks to the growing
popularity of community networks such as FON [27], and the
rise on the number of cities providing freeWi-Fi access. This
makes Wi-Fi communications a realistic scenario in urban
areas.

Regarding to 3G, it is based on wireless voice telephony
that has evolved to also allow data transmission, providing
connectivity with large coverage. Latest deployed versions
could provide rates up to 56 Mbps in the downlink, and
22 Mbps in the uplink. As well as Wi-Fi, the data rate is

shared among all users connected to a specific base station,
and is affected by other factors, such as movement, weather,
distance to base station. In fact, it is common to achieve data
rates of about 2 Mbps for stationary users, 384 Kbps for
slow-moving users, and 128 Kbps for users in fast-moving
vehicles [55,58].

Finally, NFC differs from Wi-Fi and 3G in some key
points: the range of coverage, the amount of bandwidth
available, and the configuration at the beginning of the trans-
mission [52]. NFC has a radio coverage of few centimeters,
so it means that NFC can be only used by proximity commu-
nications in which devices are physically close each other. In
addition, the bandwidth is very limited because it only allows
data transfer rates of around few Kbps. As a difference, NFC
does not need any kind of previous configuration since it is
enough that devices being within the coverage area.

Both Wi-Fi and 3G are widespread wireless communica-
tions [28] that are present in all current mobile devices, and
they are also technologies well known by users. In oppo-
sition, although NFC is not a new technology, it is not yet
widely deployed as well as there are still few mobile devices
and providers with NFC support.

3.2.4 Messages

Implementation of protocol messages requires to make a
decision about the syntax. There are mainly two syntaxes
to structure messages and data in general: XML (eXtended
Markup Language) and ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation
Number One).

The XML language was developed in 1996 under the aus-
pices of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [13], and
it was designed keeping in mind the following objectives:
to simplify implementations, to be compatible with HTML,
and to be human-legible. Its main drawback is the achieved
performance due to its uncompressed textual syntax [49].
Although message length can be reduced using data com-
pression techniques, it increases the internal processing cost.
Over the last years, the XML syntax has been the preferred
format to transfer business information over the Internet,
receiving a lot of attention.
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Before the success of XML, security protocols based on
cryptography had been defined using the ASN.1 syntax. In
broadoutline, theASN.1 [37,38] is a standardway to describe
a message (or data structure) to be sent to, or received from,
a network. ASN.1 is an ISO/ITU standard based on the OSI
model, and it was first defined in 1984. ASN.1 is divided into
two parts: on the one hand, the rules of syntax for describing
the contents of a message in terms of structure and data type;
and on the other hand, the way how to encode and decode
each data type to be transmitted.

Some authors have emphasized on the performance effi-
ciency of the ASN.1 syntax over XML [49,57], although
their conclusions, from our point of view, rely on partial
tests. In [49], authors perform tests on a desktop computer,
considering only a single type of structure: attribute certifi-
cates. Meanwhile, in another work [57], tests are performed
on an isolated powerful laptop (without external message
transmission). Moreover, the impact on the user applica-
tion performance on mobile devices (such as smart-phones,
tablets) has not been studied yet. We think that, although
interesting, their findings cannot be directly extrapolated to
mobile scenarios. Since all tests are conducted locally at the
same computer, data about cause–effect of user constrained
devices and communications are not considered at all.

Therefore, the choice on the syntax to describe messages
has clear implications on their size as well as on the time
to encode and decode them. As a consequence, it affects the
response time perceived on the client side, which is actu-
ally a critical issue, as already explained in the introduction
section. In fact, it could lead up to the dissatisfaction on the
customer side which would be a reason to even stop using
the m-commerce service. Motivated by this issue, we define
new performance metrics in Sect. 3.3. Using these metrics,
we will analyze in Sect. 7 not only the impact of each com-
munication technology on the mobile device side, but also
the performance that entails encoding (at transmission time)
and decoding data (at reception time) on the client side.

3.3 Multicoupon evaluation

Once defined, and implemented the scheme, it is important
to define performance metrics with the following objectives:

• detecting the processes, or functions that can lessen the
performance of the scheme,

• providing homogeneous parameters to compare the effi-
ciency of different solutions.

As explained in Sect. 2, almost all proposals claim that
their scheme is more efficient than the previous proposals.
But, they were mainly evaluated in terms of the number of
cryptographic operations, regardless of other effects (on the

performance), such as delays in communication or data cod-
ing.

Next, we define the response time and network over-
head metrics, considering separately each process defined
in Sect. 3.1:

• Response time The required time to execute each process
must be evaluated. The time required to complete each
process depends onmany factors; some rely on the design
phase (e.g., the choice of cryptographic tools) or in the
deployment phase (e.g., selected cryptographic libraries
or the message syntax), as already explained in this sec-
tion. In order to evaluate this metric in different schemes,
it is very important to considerer some issues. As differ-
ent multicoupon proposals can involve different entities
and processes, the time of each processmust be evaluated
properly. For example, the redemption of a coupon by a
customer (redeem) could require that themerchantmust
verify the validity of the coupon (validation). Thus,
the total time perceived by the customer must reflect the
execution of both processes.

• Network overhead The network resources used by each
process aremeasured as the amount of data transferred by
each message (message size). The choice on the syntax
to describe messages has clear implications on the mes-
sages size (Sect. 3.2.4), and in turn it has an influence
on several parameters, such as delay in communications.
Moreover, the selected cryptographic tool (to provide dif-
ferent security requirements) may imply that participants
must exchange a larger volume of information.

A total response time of each process can be an insuffi-
cient metric to evaluate a multicoupon scheme. If we want
to improve the scheme, it is useful to identify which fac-
tors introduce a larger overhead to the different processes.
Thus, we divide the total time used by each process into the
following three metrics:

• Time spent on processing data This refers to the com-
putational and memory access operations, not related to
communications. There are several aspects that affect this
processing time, such as computational power of mobile
devices, efficiency provided by external cryptographic
libraries, the used framework for developing.

• Time spent on encoding data to be sent and decoding
received data One of the factors not considered in previ-
ous proposals is coding, and as explained in Sect. 3.2.4,
this could have clear implications on performance.

• Time delay due to communications channel Although
the best option in terms of coverage, cost, user adoption
and devices support, must be considered (as explained in
Sect. 3.2.3), the delay in sending and receiving data must
be also analyzed. Sometimes, sending short messages
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may be more feasible than sending fewer messages but
longer.

3.4 How to apply the framework

Two main multicoupon scenarios exist in the literature:
single-merchant and multi-merchant scenarios. Regarding
the single-merchant scenario [15,18,19,25,53], merchants
mostly are in charge of issuing multicoupons to customers
and afterward verify these coupons. Hence, several pro-
cesses are not required because are internal functions, i.e.,
merchants perform manufacturer and coupon provider func-
tionalities, and they do not require to execute the validation
process. However, customers have to obtain different multi-
coupons to operate with different merchants. Therefore, its
main drawback is the flexibility.

In the multi-merchant scenario [6,32,33,39], a coupon
provider must be included in order to issue multicoupons to
customers on behalf of a manufacturer. Thus, customers can
use thesemulticoupons at differentmerchants, and thesemer-
chants must have a previous agreement with the issuer before
accepting multicoupons. This is the most complete scenario,
and to verify the applicability of the presented framework,we
select two existing multi-merchant proposals that we define,
deploy and evaluate under the specifications of the frame-
work.

The first proposal is the multicoupon scheme proposed in
[32], because this is one of the latest published proposals of
multicoupons. And the second one is the scheme proposed
by Hsueh et al. [33], which is one of the most cited solutions
for multicoupons. Moreover, both solutions are well defined
by authors giving a detailed description about messages flow,
the content of messages, and the validations to be performed
by each participant. This is a very important issue in order to
implement those solutions properly.

4 Definition of the Hsueh et al. [33] Proposal

In this section, we briefly describe the scheme proposed in
[33], applying the framework defined in Sect. 3.

In Sect. 4.1, we take a glance about the relevant crypto-
graphic tools considered by the solution. Next, in Sect. 4.2
we unify the definition of the proposal, notation and pro-
cesses involved in the protocol, under the specifications of
the framework.

4.1 Relevant cryptographic tools

In order to study the deployment viability of anymulticoupon
scheme (software availability and efficiency on constraint
devices), it is important to know which cryptographic func-
tions are required, as we explain in Sect. 6. Next, we present

the most relevant cryptographic tools used by [33] to provide
authentication and confidentiality: asymmetric cryptogra-
phy. This is awell-known cryptography, sowewill not extend
the explanation. We just give the notation and procedures
necessary for their use.
Asymmetric Cryptography. The notation of the most rel-
evant elements generated by a public key scheme is:

• pki The public key for user i .
• ski The private key for user i .
• Certi The certificate for user i .

The above parameters may be used for the following pro-
cedures:

• CertGen An entity i generates a key pair (pki , ski ) and
requests the authentication of the keys to an authority.
At the end of this procedure, a certificate is issued to the
requesting entity (Certi ). This certificate contains infor-
mation about the identity of the requesting entity and her
public key (pki ).

• Signi (m) The signer i uses her secret key ski to compute
a signature on a message (m). This procedure provides
non-repudiation of the information.

• Verify A verifier uses the public key pki (included in
Certi ) to verify whether the provided signature is valid
andmade by the correct user (owner of the corresponding
ski ).

• c = Epki [m] A sender encrypts a message (m) using the
public key of the recipient giving as a result a ciphertext
(c). This procedure provides data confidentiality; only
the owner of the private key can read the message.

• Dski [c] A recipient decrypts c using her private key.

4.2 Scheme sketch: unifying actors and processes

Under the framework notation, in the [33] proposal we
identify a manufacturer, a coupon provider, merchants, and
customers.Moreover, [33] requires the participation of aCer-
tification Authority to provide key certification, as explained
in Sect. 4.1.

Regarding processes, the main difference from the gen-
eral scenario is that theMA is involved in both the issue and
the transferring process. In this scheme, MA issues multi-
coupons and delegates their management to CP .

Next, we explain the main tasks that should be performed
in each identified process: Setup, Issuing, Redeem,
Validation, Transferring, and Clearing.

1. Setup. Although authors do not specify a setup pro-
cess, all entities C, M, CP and MA should execute this
process to receive a public key certificate (CertX , where
X = C,M, CP,MA) from a Certification Authority (CA),
attesting that a public key (pki ) belongs to a specific entity.
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Fig. 2 [33] Setup process flow: customer certificate request

We have included in Fig. 2, as an example, the steps that
should be conducted by C. As we can see, C sends a certifi-
cate request, and at the end of this process, she obtains the
corresponding certificate.

2. Issuing. C is allowed to engage with CP to issue
a signed multicoupon, MC. Three entities are involved in

this process (Fig. 3): C, CP , andMA. Below, we review the
structure of aMC. It consists of the following two elements:

• MCSign It is a signed structure containing: root indexes
(X0,Y0), an expiration date (EXD), a mobile customer
identification (MUC), and a serial number (SN ).

MCSign = SignMA (X0,Y0, EXD, MUC, SN )

• MCx It is the data structure that defines all coupons
within a multicoupon. The solution generates iteratively
(by means of a hash chain procedure, H(Xi+1) = Xi )
p indexes from an initial secret index X p up to the last
index, called root (X0).

MCx = X p−1, X p−2, . . . , X0

C starts the process sending a signed request to CP . She
provides the unique code of the C’s mobile device (MUC),
along with data about the coupon (the authors do not spec-
ify this information). Upon receiving data, CP encrypts the
data received from C plus a serial number (to identify the
multicoupon to be generated) and sends it to MA. MA is

Fig. 3 [33] Issuing process flow
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Fig. 4 [33] Redeem process flow

the entity in charge of generating the random values used as
seeds to calculate the indexes of the multicoupon. He gener-
ates MCSign and encrypts the seeds. These encrypted seeds
are forwarded to C by CP , and MCSign is stored by CP .

In this process, CP acts as an intermediary (she only gen-
erates the serial number). And curiously, MCSign is never
known by C, but she can compute the indexes belonging to
MC, i.e.,MCx .

3. Redeem. The Redeem process includes the func-
tionalities of theValidation process andworks as follows
(Fig. 4). C prepares an array of data filled by the first unused
coupon index (Xi ), together with the serial number of the
multicoupon, and an identifier for the current transaction
(Rid ), and sends it toM.M forwards this information (plus
his identifier, I DM ) encrypted with the public key of CP , to
CP . CP uses SN to obtain the corresponding MCSign , and
updates the database of redeemed coupons. Then, CP sends
MCSign to M who checks if Xi provided by C belongs to
MCSign . If so, he sends a proof of redemption to C and the
process ends.

4. Clearing. M can request MA a money transfer
in exchange of a received coupon from a customer (Fig. 5).
To request a clearing,M has to provideMA with the serial
number of themulticoupon, the index identifying the specific
coupon in the multicoupon, and the proof sent to C at the
end of the Redeem process. If all validations hold, MA

Fig. 5 [33] Clearing process flow

authorizes a deposit to the account ofM based on a previous
agreement between both parties.

5. Transferring. The owner of a multicoupon (C1)
can transfer a shareable multicoupon to another customer
(C2) (Fig. 6). First, C1 sends the secret index Yq , SN and CP’s
public key to C2. Next, C2 encrypts her MUC and sends it
to C1, who finally returns this information signed to C2 as a
proof of the transferring.

5 Definition of the Hinarejos et al. [32]
proposal

In this section, we give an overview of the scheme proposed
in [32], applying the framework in a similar way as Sect. 4
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Fig. 6 [33] Transferring process flow

does. In Sect. 5.1, we give a short review about the rele-
vant cryptographic tools considered by the solution. Next, in
Sect. 5.2 we unify the definition of the proposal, notation and
processes involved in the protocol, under the specifications
of the framework.

5.1 Relevant cryptographic tools

Next, we present the most relevant cryptographic tools used
by [32] to provide anonymity and untraceability: group sig-
natures and partially blind signatures.

GROUP SIGNATURE A group signature is a public key sig-
nature scheme that involves a group of signers, each of them
holding a membership certificate, composed by a group pub-
lic key (common to all group members), and a secret and
individual signing private key [7]. Any member of this group
can sign messages on behalf of the group, while the identity
of the signer is hidden within the group. The resulting sig-
nature is publicly verifiable by anyone regardless of whether
the verifier belongs to a group or not. However, only a third
party (called group manager) can trace the signature in case
of dispute or abuse, revealing this way the identity of its orig-
inator.

There are several group signature proposals in the litera-
ture, but the authors of [32] use the pairing-based Boneh–
Boyen–Shacham (BBS) group signature [10]. Next, we
provide the notation of the most relevant elements generated
by the BBS group signature scheme:

• pkG The group public key
• skGi The secret signing key for user i
• σ The group signature on a message m

According to [7], a group signature is defined by the fol-
lowing procedures:

• KeyGenG The group manager computes a group public
key

(
pkG

)
for a group of nmembers, and n secret signing

keys
(
skGi ,∀i ∈ [1, n]

)
to be assigned to each member

within the group.
• SignG The signer uses her own secret signing key skGC to
compute a signature (σ ) on a message (m).

• VerifyG A verifier uses the group public key
(
pkG

)
to

verify whether the provided group signature (σ ) is valid
and made by a user who belongs to the group.

• OpenG The group manager traces a signature revealing
the real signer’s identity.

Every relevant element is composed by different values
obtained by means of complex operations that rely on math-
ematical groups, which are out of the scope of this paper. We
address the reader to [10] for a detailed description of the
group signature scheme [40].

PARTIALLY BLIND SIGNATURE The notion of partially
blind signatures was introduced in [1] to address the main
shortcoming of blind signatures: the signer has no control
over the message to be signed except for those bound by the
public key. It means that in blind signatures, the signer can
only sign data provided by the requester, but the latter cannot
add any additional information to the signature. So, a par-
tially blind signature allows the signer to explicitly include
some information (usually called common information) into
the blind signature, under some previous agreement with the
requester. Therefore, this concept is a generalization of blind
signatures in such a way they are a special case of partially
blind signatures, where the common information is a null
string [54].

According to [2], a partially blind signature is defined by
the following procedures:

• I ni tPBS Both signer and requester obtain a key pair
(pki , ski ) from a secure public key cryptosystem (such
as RSA).

• RequestPBS The requester asks for a partially blind sig-
nature to the signer, sending the message to sign (m) in a
way the signer cannot read it (by blinding data), together
with the previously agreed common information (�).

• SignPBS Upon receipt of data from the requester, the
signer uses his secret key to compute a signature on this
data (σ

′
) and sends it to the requester.

• ExtractPBS The requester unblinds the received signa-
ture and obtains the final expression of the partially blind
signature (σ ).

• Veri f yPBS A verifier can check the partially blind sig-
nature (σ ) to determine whether it has to be accepted or
rejected.

Similar to group signatures, there are several partially
blind signature schemes suitable to be used in mobile mul-
ticoupon scenarios. Authors selected a simple and secure
scheme based on the RSA factorization problem [20].
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5.2 Scheme sketch: unifying actors and processes

Under the framework notation, in the [32] proposal we iden-
tify a coupon provider, merchants, and customers. Besides
entities defined in the framework, [32] considers a new entity,
different from previous proposals on multicoupons, called
group manager (G). This party comes due to the group sig-
nature scheme (see Sect. 5.1), and it is the entity in charge of
providing anonymity to customers, as well as it is the only
party who can revoke the anonymity of customers when it is
required (i.e., when a customer misbehaves).

Regarding processes, as themanufacturer does not appear,
the coupon provider should perform her functions. Thus, the
clearing process is carried out between a merchant and the
coupon provider.Moreover, the setup, registration and affilia-
tion processes defined in [32] correspond to the setup process
of the framework.

Next, we explain the main tasks that should be performed
in each identified process: Setup, Issuing, Redeem,
Validation, and Clearing.

1. SetupBoth G and CP must execute a setup protocol
in order to receive requests from the other parties. G has to
execute the KeyGenG group signature procedure to create a
public group key

(
pkG

)
, and the related set of secret signing

keys for signers
(
skGi ,∀i ∈ [1, n]

)
.Moreover, each customer

who wants to use multicoupons has to register her real iden-
tity atG, in order to receive a group key pair (pkG , skGC

)
used

to sign, and to prove the fact that she actually belongs to the
claimed group. During the customer registration (Fig. 7), G
links the real identity of C to the corresponding signing key
in order to provide anonymity revocation in case of misbe-
havior.

Besides, CP and each C have to call to the I ni tPBS pro-
cedure from the partially blind signature scheme to deploy
their own RSA key pair. Meanwhile, each M who wants to
accept multicoupons issued by CP must affiliate to CP .

Fig. 7 [32] Setup process flow: customer registration

2. IssuingOnce C is registered with G, she is allowed
to engage with CP to issue a signed multicoupon, MC.
Beforewe explain how theIssueprotocolworks,we review
the structure of MC (Fig. 8). It is composed by the two fol-
lowing elements:

• MCω It is the data structure that defines all coupons
within a multicoupon. Therefore, given a number of m
coupons, the solution generates iteratively (by means of
a hash chain procedure) 2m + 1 hash identifiers from
an initial random and secret multicoupon seed (ωseed)

up to the last hash identifier, called multicoupon iden-
tifier (ω0). Then, each coupon (ci ) is defined as a pair
of consecutive hash identifiers, where the left identifier
is called payment information

(
cpayi = ω2i−1

)
and the

right one is called proof information
(
cproofi = ω2i

)
, for

all 0 < i ≤ m (i denotes the i-th coupon within the
set of coupons). C has to keep MCω in secret, with the
exception of ω0, which is part of the public information
MCPBS .

• MCPBS It is the partially blind signature over the mul-
ticoupon identifier (ω0). The finalMCPBS also conveys
some verification data (veri f _data), commonly agreed
beforehand (�) between C and CP , which defines the
multicoupon features. These features can be different
depending on the concrete application or service, but it
would be common to consider parameters such as the
number of coupons within the multicoupon, the value or
discount achieved by each coupon, timemarks to fix their
validity.

Once C has generatedMCω, she starts the issuing process
(Fig. 9) by blinding the multicoupon identifier (ω0) from CP
(using RequestPBS ). Upon receiving data, CP verifies the
common information (�) and signs the received blinded data
together with � by using his private key (skCP ). During the
last step (bymeans of ExtractPBS ),C completes the process
without further involvement of CP . As a result, C unblinds

Fig. 8 [32] MC structure composed by MCω and MCPBS
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Fig. 9 [32] Issuing process flow

the received signature and obtains the final MCPBS . This
way, CP does not know all the final values of MCPBS , so
CP cannot trace the multicoupon. The Issuing process
is completely anonymous because neither CP knows any
data about the identity of C, nor the resulting MC contains
information related to her identity. Thus, C can operate from
this moment with her issuedMC in an anonymous way.

3. RedeemNow, C is ready to redeem (Fig. 10) coupons
from her multicoupon to obtain a service from anyM affili-
ated to CP . The Redeem process is defined by four steps, in
which C can redeem either single or multiple coupons using a
single protocol call. This is an important enhancement from
the point of view of computing and networking efficiency,
not considered by other authors.

The Redeem process works as follows. C prepares an
array of data (data1) filled by the first unused payment infor-
mation (cpayi ), together with the targetM’s identifier (idM),
and an identifier for the current transaction (idr ). Then, C
signs this data with her secret signing key

(
SignGC (data1)

)
,

and sends it to M, who applies some verifications, such as
group signature and partially blind signature validations, he
checks whether the provided coupon belongs to MC, and
whether it was not previously redeemed, etc. If all verifica-
tions are correct,M acknowledges it bymeans of a signature
on the provided service (s) and data1 (he communicates that
he is committed to the transaction). Then, both C and M
are engaged in a similar exchange as the previous one, by
sending the corresponding proof information (cproofi ). If all
verifications hold, M updates his stored data and acknowl-
edges C in a similar way as before. The reuse avoidance can
be performed checkingwhether any single coupon is either in
the local database, or in the CP’s global database (executing
online the Clearing process).

4. Clearing (online or offline). Similar to [33], the
Validation process is included in another process, in

Fig. 10 [32] Redeem process flow

this case, in the Clearing process. M can request CP
a money transfer to his account balance in exchange of a list
of received coupons from customers (Fig. 11).M is allowed
to claim coupons, either every time a set of them is received
fromC (on-lineClearing), orwhen he has a list of received
coupons from customers (offline Clearing).

To claim coupons, M has to provide CP with informa-
tion received from customers during the Redeem process,
i.e., data1 during the first step, and data2 during the third step
of the Clearing process. Upon validation, CP acknowl-
edges this data telling M whether these coupons had been
used before or not (reuse detection). If all verifications hold,
CP authorizes a deposit to the account of M with the right
amount ofmoney, according to either the number and value of
provided coupons, or based on a previous agreement between
both parties.

6 Multicoupon solutions implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation environment
selected to develop, deploy and thereafter evaluate the perfor-
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Fig. 11 [32] Clearing process flow

mance of the twomulticoupon solutions presented in Sects. 4
and 5. Figure 12 maps the processes defined in Sects. 4.2
and 5.2 to a general deploying scenario. At the beginning,
we present the concrete technologies selected from the alter-
natives discussed in the framework (see Sect. 3.2). Secondly,
we list the main libraries used along the code development. It
is worth to mention that the development has been conducted
with the Java language. Finally, we provide some insights
about how a multicoupon customer app has been designed
and developed together with the experience provided by the
app’s user interface.

6.1 Prototype environment

6.1.1 Server platform

Regarding to the server platform, we select two different
options from those described in Sect. 3.2.1: an own fully
managed server and two Amazon EC2 instances. Figure 12
shows all communications among parties for both selected
multicoupon solutions, and we also differentiate between
communications proposed by [32] (solid lines) and those
defined by [33] (dotted lines). For example, the Issuing
process involves C and CP for both solutions, but this pro-
cess also covers the participation ofMA in [33]. In the same
way, the Redeem process involves both C and M for both
solutions and also CP in [33]. Finally, the Clearing pro-
cess is the only one in which two servers are involved, where
communications are performed between M and CP in [32]
and between M and MA in [33].

6.1.2 Client application

Concerning to the platform to develop the client applica-
tion, we have studied each considered mobile platform from
Sect. 3.2.2, and we have decided to develop the application’s
core on the nativeAndroidPlatform, instead of other systems,
due to the following key reasons:

• Android provides a well-structured API to developers to
build applications using the widespread and supported
Java language.

• It offers a wide market of commercial handset devices to
test developments.

• It is supported froma huge community of developerswith
a large number of resources, examples and so on.

• Android is open source, and so, anyone can contribute
with enhancements.

• Android is supplied free of charge.

Fig. 12 Devices and
communications planning
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• A native framework performs better than cross-platform
frameworks.

• Cryptographic operations must be implemented, and
these operations can only be implemented with native
code.

In addition, developing on the Android Platform covers a
large percentage of mobile devices, and a large market share.
In fact, according to data provided by Google, Android is the
leadingmobile OS, and the platformwith better growth rates,
reaching recently up to 1.4 billion active users worldwide
[63]. It means that more than 1.5 million of new Android
devices are activated every day.

Even though the application’s core is implemented using
Java, we decide to implement the User Interface (UI) with
PhoneGap [56], as an example of a cross-platform devel-
opment framework that falls into the category of hybrid
solutions (see Sect. 3.2.2). It contributes to decrease the
time invested on application development, because Phone-
Gap allows developers to build mobile applications using
web technologies, such as HTML5, Javascript and CSS.

Notice that the same interface could be used by all solu-
tions, because all processes are transparent to customers. That
is, customers only need to obtain coupons and redeem them
regardless of the underlying solution. Thus, the used tech-
nologies for the UI are valid for [33] and [32].

6.1.3 Communication technology

As described in Sect. 3.2.3, the next choice is the communi-
cation technology. Although NFC seems a promising radio
technology suitable to be applied to proximity transactions,
we discard it, not only because it is not yet amainstream tech-
nology, but also due to the lack of full support of the Android
API. In fact, the Android API does not allow accessing all the
NFC features, such as full peer-to-peer NFC communication
to implement complex message exchanges. Instead, the API
only exposes the Android Beam feature. It consists on a very
limited peer-to-peer NFC communication, where an appli-
cation can only send some data (text, contact card, image,
photo, etc.) to another Android device with NFC. However,
it does not allow to receivemessages different than confirma-
tionmessages, reportingwhether transmissionswerefinished
properly or not. Summing up, we select the Wi-Fi and 3G
wireless technologies to provide a consistent comparative
analysis, because these are the technologies available in all
current mobile devices.

6.1.4 Messages

Theway to encodemessages is an important choice as regards
customer’s response time and the amount of data transferred
to the network, as stated in Sect. 3.2.4. So, we evaluate both

XML and ASN.1 to provide an extended analysis. This way,
we get performance measures to study the effect of message
syntax and encoding on the whole performance of [33] and
[32].

6.2 Key distribution

The two multicoupon schemes, that we are analyzing, use
public keys that should be distributed securely. X.509 digital
certificates [21,36] are a very extended instrument to certify
data (such as public keys, user privileges), in which an entity
called CA (Certification Authority) is in charge of managing
X.509 Public Key Certificates (PKCs).

The security of [33] is based on Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), that relies on the use of X.509 PKCs. Thus, PKCs can
be used without changes.

On the other hand, [32] uses a group signature scheme
to provide revocable anonymity of customers (as described
in Sect. 5.1). So, it considers a group manager entity as the
party who is in charge of generating and distributing group
public keys (along with the corresponding set of user private
keys), in a secure way. However, group signature schemes do
not define how group public keys have to be distributed. It is
an important drawback when a solution based on group sig-
natures has to be deployed on a real and productive scenario.
In the following, we propose a method to provide certified
credentials when group signatures are involved.

The main difference, in reference to X.509, is that in a
group signature model, a set of users have the same group
public key, while they have different associated private keys.
But, in X.509 keys come in pairs (one public key corresponds
uniquely to a single private key) in which the private key is
bound to the identity of a single entity. It is completely dif-
ferent from group signatures. Therefore, we have to provide
a solution to fit group signatures into the X.509 public key
infrastructure.

We address the three most important requirements that the
solution for grouppublic keysmanagementmust accomplish.
Firstly, the certificate should not contain any information to
identify or link the signer. Secondly, data included in the
certificate must hold the group identifier and the correspond-
ing group public key. Lastly, the format of the certificate
specification must be supported by the most widespread user
applications, e.g., Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.

X.509 Certificate Profile
BSCertificate ::= SEQUENCE {
-------
subject Name,
-------
subjectPublicKeyInfo SubjectPublicKeyInfo,
extensions [3] EXPLICIT Extensions OPTIONAL
}
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If we take a look at the X.509 v3 certificate format, repro-
duced in the listing X.509 Certificate Profile, it
can be observed that the definition of the fields does not
restrict its use for other data structures.

Public Key Info
ubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
algorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
subjectPublicKey BIT STRING
}

TheSubjectPublicKeyInfo (listingPublic Key
Info) field is used to carry the public key and to identify
the algorithm used (e.g., RSA, DSA) [21]. However, this
field can contain any ASN.1 type encoded as a string of bits.
For the particular case of the BBS group signature, listing
ASN.1 Group Public Key represents the ASN.1 syn-
tax to define the BBS group public key (see Sect. 5.1).

ASN.1 Group Public Key
SGSPublicKey ::= SEQUENCE {

g1 OCTET STRING,
g2 OCTET STRING,
h OCTET STRING,
u OCTET STRING,
v OCTET STRING,
omega OCTET STRING
}

The most important point about group public keys is that
they can be represented as a complex and structured ASN.1
type composed by ASN.1 simple types. Thus, the output of
the SGSPublicKey structure can be converted into a bit
string accepted as a value of the field subjectPublicKey
in the X.509 standard. The Subject field defines who is
the owner of the public key (who holds the public key). In
our case, it is the group identifier instead of a specific user
identity. This way, the Subject field identifies the concrete
group instead of linking the signer.

To correctly process the certificate, it must include infor-
mation about the type of public key that it conveys. This
information can be included in the field called algorithm
from the structure SubjectPublicKeyInfo. However,
there is not a standardized value to identify the group pub-
lic key, although X.509 allows to define new identifiers as
needed. To maintain the interoperability, we propose to use
the extensions field to specify that this certificate is in fact a
group key certificate. This new extension must be defined as
critical, i.e., this extension must be understood by any entity
in charge of validating the certificate.

Moreover, the use of X.509 allows taking advantage of the
already available tools, aswell as the infrastructure tomanage
X.509 certificates. That is, from the use of secure containers
to store certificates and public keys (e.g., PKCS12, PKCS8),
to the PKC management messages (e.g., CMP) [3,43].

Therefore, using the X.509 PKC we accomplish the three
requirements for using group public keys: unlinkability to the
private key holder, feasibility of group public key represen-
tation, and the use of standardized mechanisms to manage
these keys.

6.3 Secure storage of credentials

Server entities, as much as the customer application, must
store credentials in a secure way. We use the features pro-
vided by the KeyStore Java class, which exposes methods
to store credentials in a secure repository protected by pass-
word. This way, only authorized users and applications can
access and extract information from the key store after they
type the right password.

However, the wayAndroid exposes key stores to users and
applications is different from the standard KeyStore class.
Android provides the system key store, which is something
like a vault where only authorized users and applications
can access stored private data. Unfortunately, for versions
before to 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich), the system key store is
only available for VPN andWi-Fi authentication procedures.
Thus, applications are not granted the access to it. Instead,
Android 4.0 and up bring several enhancements that allow
applications to access the system key store to keep personal
credentials, such as private keys and digital certificates, by
means of a new API named KeyChain [8]. However, it is
only available from 4.0 Android version. To preserve com-
patibility with older devices, we use the standard method
based on the KeyStore class. So, the application saves his
own key store on the smart-phone’s storage.

6.4 Libraries

In addition to the standard Java libraries, a number of third-
party libraries are used. Next, we outline the most important
ones:

• Java Bouncy Castle The Java Bouncy Castle library [12]
is a very complete Java library that implements crypto-
graphic algorithms and serves as a provider for the JCE
(Java Cryptography Extension) framework. The Bouncy
Castle library presents a lightweight and comprehensi-
ble API suitable for its use in any Java environment.
Moreover, it is continuously supported and improved by
a large group of developers. The Bouncy Castle library is
used along the developed code as a common framework,
methodology and provider to use some cryptographic
primitives, in addition to build ASN.1 encoding and
decoding procedures where they are needed.

• Spongy CastleDue to class name conflicts, Android does
not allow applications to include the official release of
Bouncy Castle. It happens in older Android devices due
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to the differences between the internal version of Bouncy
Castle (Android includes an old and trimmed down ver-
sion of Bouncy Castle), and the last release of the library
bundled by the application. However, there is a project
called Spongy Castle [61] distributing a renamed version
of the library to work around this issue. It renames all
the original packages from org.bouncycastle.*
to the new one space on org.spongycastle.*. As
a result, all of the features of the last version of Bouncy
Castle can be included in any Android version.

• Simple XML Framework for Java The serialization of
Java objects into a representation using XML can be a
tedious work without using any specialized library. The
first considered option was the JAXB (Java Architec-
ture for XML Binding) [41], as it is the Java reference
implementation for serializing objects to XML. How-
ever, it cannot be used on the Android platform due to
the fact that Android does not allow calling to classes
belonging the package javax.xml.*. As an alterna-
tive, we found the Simple XML Framework for Java [60]
which is a lightweight but powerful library that provides
a high-performance XML serialization and configura-
tion framework for Java. Simple XMLFramework works
without further configuration or problems on Android,
and it does not depend on any other underlying library.

• Group signature implementation We developed a cus-
tom library [40] to deal with computation related to
the BBS group signature scheme required in [32]. The
library relies heavily on the jPBC library [23], which is a

specialized Java library to work with pairing-based com-
putations.

6.5 Customer application and user experience

Customer’s app needs to be as simple as possible, keeping in
mind that maybe users do not have previous skills in simi-
lar electronic commerce solutions. Thus, our implementation
tries to minimize the customers effort at the time of using the
multicoupon scheme.

As discussed in Sect. 6.1.2, a same application’s UI (User
Interface) could be used by both proposals ([33] and [32]),
because customers only need to obtain multicoupons and
redeem them regardless of the underlying proposal.

The general application’s UI is organized into six screens
in order to manage all processes related to a multicoupon
scheme. In addition, we design some views to manage multi-
coupons, such as windows to show the remaining coupons or
to configure parameters from digital certificates. Figure 13
shows three views captured from the customer application
adapted to the [32] proposal.

The following list summarizes the functionalities of each
application view:

• Register View This view allows the customer to request
the needed credentials. It shows customer terms and con-
ditions of the service, and it allows to start the registration
process. At the end of the process, this view stores in a

Fig. 13 Screenshots from the developed UI of the Android customer application adapted to [32]. a The IssueNewMC view, b theManageMC view,
c the Settings view
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secure way (see Sect. 6.3) the credentials received from a
group manager ([32]), or a certification authority ([33]).

• Issue New MC View If the customer already owns her
credentials, she can execute the Issuing process (see
Fig. 13a). Depending on each particular solution, the con-
sumer could choose some parameters, for example, the
number of coupons included in amulticoupon. After that,
the Issuing process starts, and without anymore inter-
action from the customer, themulticoupon is received and
stored.

• Redeem View This view allows the customer (in case
she already has previously obtained amulticoupon) look-
ing for merchants where multicoupons can be accepted.
When a customer is interested in something offered by a
particular merchant, she starts the Redeem process only
clicking a button. In case a customer has more than a
single multicoupon stored, the application requests the
customer to choose which one has to be redeemed. The
application returns the result of the redeem execution.

• Manage MC View This view provides the customer with
an interface to manage her multicoupons (see Fig. 13b).
Several data can be shown about each multicoupon: how
many coupons are remaining, the expiration date, the pur-
chase history, etc.

• Settings View It allows the customer to configure some
application settings, such as install new personal certifi-
cates (see Fig. 13c).

Fig. 14 Considered performance testing scenario formulticoupon solu-
tions

• Log View The application stores all actions performed by
the customer. It can be configured to show either informa-
tive messages (such as process beginning and finishing
events) or more complex information (such as full mes-
sage contents).

7 Performance evaluation of the
multicoupon solutions

In this section,wepresent the performancemeasures obtained
from the realistic implementationof themulticoupon schemes
explained in Sects. 4 and 5. We describe the considered test
scenario in Sect. 7.1, and then we conduct an extensive per-
formance analysis inSects. 7.2 and7.3, evaluating themetrics
of performance defined in Sect. 3.3.

7.1 Test scenario

In line with the considerations we stated in Sect. 3.2 and
the reasoned choices we made in Sect. 6, Fig. 14 depicts
the testing scenario we use to obtain performance measures.
Moreover, Table 4 describes the main technical features of
all selected testing services and devices, together with a short
name to identify them easily throughout the analysis, as well
as which entity is running in each server.

Regarding the server platform, as already stated in
Sect. 6.1, we have picked out the Elastic Compute Cloud
solution (EC2 for short) from Amazon. We have deployed
and configured two cloud instances (that we call CS-1 and
CS-2) running a customLinuxOS installation preconfigured
by Amazon. Among the available options, we have selected
the free tier micro instance (t1.micro) [5], because it is
free of charge and provides a suitable level of resources to
obtain consistent performancemeasures. Both EC2 instances
are in different AWS availability zones (AWS-AZ), i.e., they
are not physically close, because CS-1has been deployed
in Virgina AWS-AZ (EEUU), while CS-2instance has been
allocated in Frankfourt AWS-AZ (Europe). This way, our
testing scenario models a complex production environment
where machines may be allocated far away from each other.
Besides, we also consider the use of a virtual machine (called

Table 4 Considered testing devices

Device Entity Name CPU RAM OS

Virtualbox machine M PS (single-core 2.8 GHz) 1 virtual core 1 GiB (Last stable) Debian Linux

EC2 t1.micro MA CS-1 (≈ 1.0–1.2 GHz) 2 EC2 CUa 600 MiB (customized) AWS Linux

EC2 t1.micro CP CS-2 (≈ 1.0–1.2 GHz) 2 EC2 CUa 600 MiB (customized) AWS Linux

HTC desire C Desire (single-core 1 GHz) Qualcomm snapdragon 512 MiB (API level 8) Android 2.2

Google Galaxy Nexus C Nexus (dual-core 1.2 GHz) Texas instruments OMAP 1 GiB (API level 17) Android 4.2.2

aOne EC2 CU (compute unit) provides the equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0–1.2 GHz 2007 Xeon processor [5]
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Table 5 Network features of each communication path (estimated average)

Communication path Transmission rate (est. avg.) Latency (est. avg)

Origin Target Downstream (Mbps) Upstream (Mbps) Round-trip (ms)

CS-1 PS > 25 > 25 < 100

Customer app (ADSL) CS-1/CS-2 < 3 < 0.3 > 200

Customer app (3G) CS-1/CS-2 2–8 2–4 > 200

PS) running aDebian LinuxOS allocated in a physical server
in our corporate network.

Concerning the client platform, the developed Android
client application is tested using two different devices
equipped with different versions of the Android OS. They
are, from top-class to bottom-class devices, Google Galaxy
Nexus and HTC Desire. Each of them has different comput-
ing power, so testing the scheme with different devices with
heterogeneous levels of performance will be very useful to
prove whether the multicoupon schemes are in fact suitable
to be widely used by different customer devices.

Table 5 summarizes features (average transmission rate
and latency) from network connections among servers and
customers. As stated before (see Sect. 6.1), we selected two
different wireless network technologies: a 802.11 g local
wireless network attached to Internet through a commercial
broadband, and a 3G mobile network.

Thus, the considered testing scenario reproduces the con-
ditions we usually find on a real production scenario. On
the one hand, mobile customers are very often connected to
wireless networks inwhich transmission rates depend on sev-
eral factors: movement of customers, peak-hours with high
demand from users, distance to base stations, etc. On the
other hand, servers usually have a lot of available resources,
such as computing power and communication lines.

We execute performance tests for Issuing, Redeem,
andClearing, and each test is performed20 times to obtain
average measures.

7.2 Performance overview: response time and
network overhead

Taking into account the testing scenario described inSect. 7.1,
we present performance results focused on the response time
perceived by the customer, and the network resources con-
sumed by each process (measured as the amount of data
transferred by each message).

For the study about the message syntax implications
(ASN.1 vs. XML), we analyze two main factors not pre-
viously considered by existent multicoupon solutions: first,
the real message size transmitted on the network, and sec-
ondly, the time required to encode and decode messages (see

Fig. 15 Total message length for each process in [32]

Fig. 16 Total message length for each process in [33]

Sect. 7.3). Figures 15 and 16 show the results about the length
of messages generated by each process considering the influ-
ence of the message syntax. If we analyze the most used
processes (Redeem and Clearing), the network overhead
can be reduced about a 50% using ASN.1 instead of XML
to encode messages in [32]. Clearly, the use of the ASN.1
syntax reduces nicely the network overhead, arriving up to
62% for the Issuing process in [32]. In [33], the use of
ASN.1 reduces the overhead about a 13% for all processes.
Although this improvement does not seem very significant
in [33], it has clear implications on the general efficiency, as
discussed below.

Regarding the total response time for each protocol,
Fig. 17 shows the results obtained on the customer appli-
cation installed on Desire and considering theWi-Fi connec-
tion. The most costly protocol in [32] is the Redeem due
to the fact that it comprises the execution of cryptographic
operations, such as group signatures (during the first and third
steps), as described in Sect. 5.2. Moreover, the response time
is very different whether it is considered XML or ASN.1 for-
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Fig. 17 Total response time for each process in [32] and [33] (HTC
Desire with Wi-Fi)

mats to encode messages. In fact, for each process in both
multicoupon schemes, ASN.1 contributes to improve the per-
formance perceived by customers (up to 40% for [32] and
37% for [33]). It is due to shorter messages (Figs. 15 and 16)
and its encoding efficiency.

Therefore, both multicoupon solutions provide a response
time under the maximum waiting time tolerable by cus-
tomers. In fact, this tolerable waiting time could be higher
because it depends, among other things, on the utility per-
ceived by customers. These results prove that the use of
online validations, where mobile customers are involved, is
viable because it does not imply a large response time.

7.3 Analyzing influence factors on performance

In Sect. 7.2, we studied the total response time of each pro-
cess. But, if we want to improve any scheme, it is useful to
identify which factors introduce a larger overhead to the pro-
cesses. Let us analyze in more detail the results obtained in
Sect. 7.2, splitting the total time used by each process into
the three metrics defined in Sect. 3.3:

• The time spent on processing data. Here, the values
depend on the processing power of each device, mainly
CPU and memory.

• The time spent on encoding data to be sent and decoding
received data. We measure this time considering either
XML or ASN.1 encoding formats.

• The time delay due to communications channel.We eval-
uate the effect of the network access technology used by
the customer: Wi-Fi versus 3G.

First, let us focus on the processing and the encoding/de-
coding times for each process considering the customer
device. Figures 18, 19, 20 and 21 show the time spent by
the customer application to execute each process. Remem-
ber that Issuing and Redeem are the processes where
customers are involved.

Aside the differences due to computing power of each
mobile device, we detect some interesting results. In both

Fig. 18 Issuing process: processing and encoding/decoding in func-
tion of smart-phone in [32]

Fig. 19 Issuing process: processing and encoding/decoding in func-
tion of smart-phone in [33]

Fig. 20 Redeem process: processing and encoding/decoding in func-
tion of smart-phone in [32]

Fig. 21 Redeem process: processing and encoding/decoding in func-
tion of smart-phone in [33]

multicoupon proposals, it is notable the gap between encod-
ing/decoding depending on which message syntax is con-
sidered. In fact, for the better case (considering the most
powerful mobile device), encoding with ASN.1 is about 17
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Fig. 22 Networking response time for each protocol in [32] and [33]

times faster than encoding with XML for [32] (Fig. 18), and
34 times for [33] (Fig. 19). The same trend is observed in all
processes. Therefore, when XML is used, the encoding/de-
coding activities are a main concern, and this fact is further
reinforced as the computing power of those handheld devices
gets worse (Figs. 18 and 19).

Another interesting result is the relation between the time
on processing data and the encoding formats. Apparently,
the processing time must be independent of the message
encoding. However, we observe that, in [33], the process-
ing time is reduced when ASN.1 is used (arriving up to 66%
for the Redeem process). If we analyze the processes flow
of Issuing and Redeem, we notice that some encoded
messages are encrypted and then forwarded to the manufac-
turer or the coupon provider. Those encoded messages (in
XML are longer than in ASN.1) are encrypted, increasing
the computational burden on the scheme.

Next, we study the influence of the network access tech-
nology. To perform this test, the customer application runs on
Desire and the selected message syntax is ASN.1, because it
is the better option in terms of efficiency, as we have proved
above.

Figure 22 shows that executing processes using the Wi-
Fi network is a better option than using 3G. It is due to the
fact that Wi-Fi is attached to a wired Internet connection,
which is often more stable, provides a better round-trip time,
and offers better throughput than 3G. In addition, network
activities consume a large amount of the total time required
by each process. Comparing the results depicted in Figs. 17
and 22,we can observe that network activities can arrive up to
84% of the total time required for executing the Issuing
process (66% for the Redeem process) in [32]. Similarly,
more than a 60% of the total time in [33] is due to network
activities. Therefore, besides the encoding/decoding format,
the network throughput (and of course, stability) is a big
concern.

8 Conclusions

The vast majority of papers that present solutions for elec-
tronic coupons are focused on the theoretical findings about
their proposals, usually overlooking the performance eval-

uation and the viability study of the solution. Although a
solution can provide a suitable security level, it could be
unfeasible for a real scenario, for example due to lack of
libraries for the required cryptographic tools, or their use
can be burdensome for current mobile devices. There are
authors in the literature that provide some performance tests
of their proposals, but these tests present only partial results.
Often these tests are executed on powerful devices (desktop
computers or laptops) considering a local scenario in which
all entities rely on the same machine, leaving some factors
out, such as networking, message encoding. However, in this
paper we prove that these external factors can become the
most relevant ones reducing the perceived efficiency.

In this way, we provide solutions to some problems related
to the implementation that developers typically find when
they try to map theoretical findings to the real world. One
of these main issues, not always trivial, is the selection of an
appropriate deployment scenario to test performance features
of electronic coupons solutions. The use of local testbeds can
provide a false value of efficiency of the solutions. This is
because latency of networks is not taken into account at all, so
response timesobtained from local testbeds cannot be consid-
ered as a reference value for the response time perceived by
their potential clients. Regardingmessage encoding, we have
shown how choosing an appropriate encoding can reduce two
main issues regarding the efficiency of any solution: internal
processing and network overhead. In fact, these issues entail
an important benefit for mobile devices, that is energy sav-
ing, especially at the transmission time. The network access
technology used by customers must be also considered at
the performance evaluation stage, because this technology
affects both the transmission time and the energy saving.
Another issue is how to distribute non-standard credentials
among untrusted entities. In this paper, we describe how
standardized structures such as X.509 certificates can be
used to achieve this goal, allowing to manage (issue, store
and distribute) those credentials in an easy way, because all
infrastructure and software about X.509 certificates is well
known by, and available for, developers.

Thus, we provide an evaluation framework build upon a
set of considerations to take into account when an electronic
multicoupon solution has to be analyzed in terms of effi-
ciency in a scenario with real customers and communication
technologies. Under this framework, we analyze the real effi-
ciency of two particular multicoupon schemes. By means of
the obtained results, we can assert that these schemes are
really efficient as well as viable solutions ready to be used
by electronic coupons customers. On the one hand, crypto-
graphic libraries for managing public keys and group keys
are available to be used even on mobile devices, and their
distribution can be achieved by means of X.509 certificates
in an easy way. On the other hand, the use of ASN.1 for
message encoding reduces the response time perceived by
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customers regardless of the access technology used by them;
it is between 10 and 46 times faster than encoding with
XML, depending on the executed process. Besides, in the
analyzed solutions, network activities can arrive up to 84%
of the total time required for executing a process. It is a high
value that must be considered for estimating the response
time perceived by clients. Moreover, we have obtained inter-
esting results about the cost of cryptographic operations with
respect to other processes. As a result, we prove that the state-
ment that cryptographic operations of a security protocol are
usually considered as the most costly procedures could be
false.

Therefore, the viability of an electronic coupon solution
should be validated considering all factors, not just those
related to internal processing, usually measured as the cost of
cryptographic operations, but also taking into account other
internal (e.g., message encoding) and external (e.g., network-
ing) factors.
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